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NOTE OF TRANSMITTAL
a
a
This report describes a risk evaluation program called RISK--
NET which can be used to evaluate program cost and schedule risk. This
work was performed for the . Special Programs Division, Office of Appli-
cations; `National Aeronautics and Space Administration, under Contract
NASW-2558. The purpose of this effort was.to . demonstrate`a methodology,
using SEASAT--A data, Which could subsequently be used to evaluate the
cost and schedule probabi 1 i ty distributions for alternative SEASAT;,, 1
follow-on options: The ultittiate objective of `this worE: is to provide'
a methodology which can be used to obtain a quantitative measure of
program risk as a function of the technical complexity of the selected
SEASAT foll ow-on program. .alternatives. The work; performed . to date i n-
dicates that RISKNET can be used for this purpose. Thus,;if data in
the forts described in this report can be obtained in future studies, of
SEASAT follow-on alternatives, it will be possible to add the additional
dimension of cost and schedule risk, in the form.of probability distri-
butions for these parameters, to the information available to NASA
management for the evaluation of program alternatives
The work.described in this. report was performed by : Mr. Philip
Abram and Ms. Debra Myers.
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYSIS
I	 I	 I	 i
SEASAT-A is the first satellite to be launched in the SEASAT
program and is currently in the process of being designed and fabricated.
The SEASAT--A program consists of the independent activities of several
contractors in the development of the launch vehicle, bus, sensor module,.'
and the five major sensors.
	 As the development plan requires many sched-
ule interfaces both within and among the contractors, the total program
progress is difficult to accurately monitor and control, and a form of
automatic computational assistance such as PERT is o.ften.necessary for
this purpose.
RISKNET is an interactive computerized project.management	 -
software package which is designed to. anal yze the effect: cif the risk
involved in each. specific. activity on the results of the to-tal program.
Both the time and the cost of each distinct activity can be modeled with
an uncertainty interval 'so as to provide the project manager with not
only the expected time and cost for the compl.etion:of the total.program,
` but also with the expected range of costs corresponding to any desired
Level` of si gnificance.
This document outlines the nature of the SEASAT-A program,
discusses the capabilities.of RISKNET, and describes the implementation
plan df 'a RISKNET analysis for the development of SEASAT-A.
t ^
iE
2.1
	 Overview of Program
The SEASAT Program provides a base for the use of space plat-
forms for global and local expIo.rations into the dynamics and resources,
of the ocean, into the effect of ocean:on weather and climate,, and into
the role: the ocean plays in -ice and coastal processes. The set of sen--
sors which are expected to, be included in the operational system have
the capability to measura and delineate ocean and weather characteris-
tics,, such as wave heights, length and direction, sea-surface ,wirid
velocities and directions,, temperature,. wane length., currents, oil and
chemical pollution,, upswel:ling:s, shoals, : ice leads, icebergs., etc. This
information can be used in many social and economic applications. in
creating; a better understanding of the ocean and its dynamics as a
guide to. the better marl gf.,nent of the usage of this limited resource_
Some of the possible applications. of SEASAT are listed in Table 2.1.
The SEASAT program it a first attempt to. exploit the.b.road
applicability of both active and passive microwave sensors in:. conjunc
tian with the more conventional passive infrared sensors. Ti level; of
microwave epargy backscattered and the shape: of the retu.rni pu'tse from,
the ocean surface are modulated by the winds,,, waves.,, temperature, satin.
ity, nutrient and pollution content,. current and upwelli-ng motions, rain,;
x surface pressure, and other items which are of interest to, the expected
application areas, The znrleFgy from the surface is similarly modulated
,
A complete description of the SEASAT program can be found i.n.
Volume 11, SEASAT report.
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although the micro processes: may vary somewhat. dus to the different
wavelengths of the energy having different transmissivities from the
atmospheric column or from the ocean.. The different microwave and
infrared wavelengths a11ow the separation and quantification of the
various effects using remote sensing techniques fropi satellite dis-
tances.
At the present,. only SEASAT-A is an approved program; however,
a possible program plan leading to an operational SEASAT system is pre -
sented in Figure 2.1 and- consists of three distinct stages:
•; Developmental. SEASAT
a, Interim Operational . EASAT
e: Fu1:1 Capability Qperational SEASAT
CALENDAR YEAR 1751 I 	 I I ICI I I I I851 I I 11 90 1 I I I
DEVELOPMENTAL SEASAT
SEASAT A	 ^.
INTERIM OPERATIONAL SEASAT
UNCHANGED DEVELOPMENTAL
VERSION
NO R&D EXTENSIONS.
SIMPLE R&D EXTENSIONS
FULL CAPABILITY OPERATIONAL SEASAT
FULL CAPAB.ILI:T'rR&D
NEW GENERATION (TECHNQLO.GY
OBSOLESCENCE —G: YEARS):
Figure 2..1 Postulated SEASAT Infl'-igh:t. Schedule.
(So.urce: Vol. II SEASAT Report).
4
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2.2	 SEASAT-A
The first developmental satellite (SEASAT-A) is to be launched
in 197$ and is a single satellite An which the sensors are designed: for
a nominal ane--year life while the spacecraft subsystems are sized for a
three year life. Tn the 1980-1983 period, an interim operational SEASAT
system is possible with. three satellites providing- twice-a-day global
coverage. The full capability operational SEASAT system with six
satell i tes could become viable-in 1988 with a new SEASAT generation
coming into being about every six years,, representing: both. a reason-
able life expectancy and a typical technology-obsolescence period:.
Only the first element of the program:, SEASAT-A, will be considered in
the current analysis..
SEASAT-A provides the main five-sensor complement summarized
in Table 2.2: altimeter, scatterometer, scanning multifrequency micro-
wave radiometer,, visible and infrared radiometer;, and synthetic aperture
Mari but the accuracies and resolutions are limited: to those readily
obtainable, due= ta- either the prevent state-of-the-art or to the- ability
of existing spacecraft systems: to accommodate sensor support requirements.
The major difference between, SE'ASAT-A and previous earth observation
satellites is the use of bothi active and passive microwave sensors in
order to achieve an gill-weather capability.
SEASATA.,. which is to have a minimum life: in orbit of one year
and a three-year potential will be considered as. an interim step: to
achieving global: coverage of all oceanographicalcal ,. climatic, Coastal, and
ice: process measurements desired by the SEASAT users. The first; six
months of operation will SAMOAsated to Amanstr. ati;on.,, calibration, and,
Table 2.2	 SGASAT-A Sensor Characteristics
Compr sse4 Pulse Microwave Synthetic Aperture Scanning Multi Frequency Visible and Infrared
Altimeter 5catterometer imaging Radar Microwave Radiometer Radiometer
Global ocean Global wind Wavelength spectra Global all-weather t,em " 01nbal clear weather
topography speed and perat.ure temperatur.e
direction
C]obal wind amplitude C1obal feature iden--
tification
Global wave Local high resole-- Global atmos pheric path
height tion images c,orrecti4ns
13.9 G0z 13.9 or 1.36 GNz 6.6,	 1.0.69,	 18,	 22.236, 0.52 -	 0.73 um
14.595 GNz 37 QH7- 7,0.5	 --	 12.5	 Pm
I m Parabola 5-2.7 m Stick 14 x 2 .m Array 0.8--.m Offset Parabola M7 cm Optics
Arrays
2.6 N Peak 125 W Peak RF 80Q W Peak + 20" 25-deg .Crass Scan 360-deq Scan
125 W Aye 1.65 W Aye 200-250 W Ave 50 W 10 W
8 kb /;S 2 Ws 15--24 Mb/s 4 kb/s 12 !cb/5
SKYLAB/GFGS-C SKYLAB APOLLO 17 NIMQUS G IT.OS
Source;	 Volume IT SEASAT Report
Cn
7special experiments. During the remaining time (to end of life), the
system has the potential to function near operationally with a short turn-
around time (less than three hours) for the availability of processed
and located data. The objectives of SEASAT--A are to demonstrate a
t	 or measuring global ocean dynamics andcapabili y f	 	 physical character-	 Y	 p Y
istics, to provide useful data for user applications, to demonstrate
'I
key features of an operational system, and to help determine the econom-
ic and social benefits of user organization products and services.
3. RISKNET PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
RISKNET is an interactive computerized project management
software package capable of supplying invaluable assistance in the
m	 management and monitoring of any project. As a scheduling aid, RISKNET
can be applied to diverse areas ranging from a hardware production
line to research assignments in an office situation. The major pur-
pose of RISKNET is to analyze the effects of risk on the functional
operations of a particular system. Once a system (or a set of alterna-
tive systems) has been well defined, a RISKNET analysis can be run to
create computer outputs which are in probabilistic term- of both the
total project time and the total project cost of the system. The under-
standing of the ranges of time and cost allow for a more realistic
view of the system from the standpoint of risk while the inclusion
of both time and cost in the model allows for sensitivity analyses on
the time/cost trade-offs of alternative total system configurations.
The initial step in the RISKNET process is to devise a network
from the available data that coherently relates each activity and mile-
stone to every other. The information for this network can be taken
from a PERT-type production network, a set of contracts containing de-
livery dates, or even a simple production schedule. The precedent re-
lationships must be established taking care to avoid any ambiguities,
conflicts, or contradictions in the overall system schedule. The RISKNET
For a more detailed explanation of RISKNET, refer to Appendix A,
RISKNET User's Guide.
.a.,.	
I
9network alone is frequently a source of great benefits to the project
manager as the network summarizes, in a visual form, the proposed
r
schedule of activities and logical bottlenecks which can be quickly
identified and corrected.
The network consists of nodes (events, milestones) connected
by arcs (steps, activities). Associated with each activity there is a
time distribution, a fixed cost, and a variable cost. Associated with
each milestone there are a set of input activities (perhaps empty), a
rule to determine when the milestone is achieved, a set of output activ-
ities (perhaps empty), and a rule to determine the output activities to
T	 be initiated once the milestone has been achieved. The relationship
among activities and milestones is quite flexible in that several activ-
ities can be occurring simultaneously, some activities may never be
completed once begun, or some milestones may never be achieved. It
should be emphasized here that the only numerical data required once
the network has been constructed is the time distribution, the fixed
cost, and the variable cost as a linear function of time for every
activity in the network.
Once the network is defined and the required numerical data
gathered, the input data files for RISKNET must be prepared to correspond
with the available information. The input structure is straightforward
with the first input record giving a title to the specific network being
run, the second giving the number of iterations through the network, fol-
lowed by a set of records defining the activities and a set of records
i;
10
iterations. In general, this number should initially be kept small (such
as 50) for the debugging and exploratory simulations of the network. The
general trends will be adequately displayed when this number of iterations
is used. However, for production runs or runs requiring more statistical
significance a larger number of iryerations (such as 500) is recommended.
,.5'r
The larger number of iterations will yield more nearly continuous proba-
bility distributions for time and cost as well as higher statistical
significance for the values.
The output of RISKNET is in graphical form and consists of
histograms of both the probability distribution and the cumulative
distribution for the total time and cost to complete the project at each
of the terminal nodes. The same histograms are repeated for the total
system. In addition, the probability distributions of the project term-
inating at each of the possible terminal nodes are given. The output
also contains the mean and variance of all of the above distributions.
The above RISKNET outputs constitute invaluable and unique
information for the project manager since they yield a graphic under-
standing of the risks involved in the total system. The real benefit
of RISKNET, however, is the ability to monitor the actual progress of a
system by altering the times and costs of completed activities to their
known constant values and rerunning the network. The new outputs can
then be evaluated to determine the changes in the expected time and
cost of the current system. As more activities are completed, the
project manager is less uncertain about the completion time and cost
although the initial estimates might vary from the updated estimates due
to changes in the expected versus actual time and cost for a set of activities.
MIN
i	 1
A further use of RISKNET is to analyze the quantitative ef-
fects of alternative system schedules. One frequently used alternative
plan is that of a "crash" program, that is, a high risk, short duration
project versus a "normal" program which has lower risk but a longer
duration. Often, the completion time for the high risk alternative
does not deviate statistically from the crash program. Another alter-
native which is frequently used is the addition of feasibility studies
or additional test phases to lower the risk of total program failure
at some additional cost. The quantitative effect of these studies or
tests on the total system can be directly calculated using RISKNET.
Further alternative RISKNET structures can be constructed to adapt to
the specifications of virtually any system.
it
ik_
4. APPLICATION OF RISKNET TO SEASAT-A
4.1
	 Overview of the Process
The development of the five sensors for SEASAT-A is being
accomplished, insofar as it is possible, in an independent manner with
a separate organization bearing the major responsibility for each
sensor. Furthermore, the bus and the sensor module, which must inter-
-Face with the launch vehicle, are being developed by still another
Ota}s
organization. Once each of the sensors has been built or acquired, it
must be integrated and tested as part of a coherent total satellite.
As in any such program, well-defined objectives in terms of
times and costs are established which are dependent upon the timely and
accurate completion of each one of the interrelated tasks. Necessary
items for the successful completion of a program include:
a Set of well-defined interfaces among the contractors,
a An integrated schedule that affords sufficient time to
resolve possible development problems,
e A sound systems enginee ring approach which emphasizes
both technical and schedule integration and interface
control.
Without a -Firm understanding of the above items, successful project
management is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.
As the SEASAT-A program is quite diversified in terms of the
number of contractors assigned to specific tasks, a detailed overview
of the entire development plan is very complex because one would have
to monitor in depth the activities of each separate group and the im-
pact of respective schedule changes. A sensitivity analysis of such
minor schedule changes on the total schedule would be quite tedious
i..
12
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13
when the number and type of such minor changes are considered. The
approach of the present analysis is to monitor only the major milestones
P
	
of the project in the total system network and to model the details of
each sensor separately. In this manner, the sensitivities of the models
to schedule changes within each sensor can be monitored. Once suitable
sensor models are developed and tested, then the major interfaces will
be combined into a simplified overview model of the entire SEASAT-A
program.
4.2	 Process Implementation for SEASAT-A
The analysis of the SEASAT-A program will be accomplished in
a modular form with an independent RISKN Ef analysis being done on the
five major sensors: scatterometer, altimeter, scanning multifrequency
microwave radiometer, synthetic aperture radar, and visible and infra-
red radiometer. Detailed sensitivity analyses will be run on each of
the five sensor models until a suitable macro model of the sensor can
be developed. The five sensor macro models will then be integrated into
the total system network which will include the sensor module and bus
development plans. The total network will then be analyzed and used in
a continual interactive monitoring mode as the specific milestones are
reached or violated.
The process of designing a RISKN E1' analysis for any general
program is fully described in Appendix A; however, the specific imple-
mentation of the process for SEASAT-A is as follows:
1. Acquire detailed project milestone data contracts,
PERT networks, etc., including the strict definition
of interfaces of the various work tasks.
2. Use the milestone data to create an initial network
of approximately 50 activities.
1.
14
NIL
3. Present the initial network to the project manager
to ascertain the validity of the select':ed activities
and the precedent relationships.
4. Redesign the network to correspond to alterations
suggested by the project manager.
5. Run the cases of the network to yield the output
histograms of cost and time.
6. Present the results to the project manager and go to
(4) if necessary.
Two examples of the initial phase networks are presented in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for the scatterometer and altimeter, respectively.
These examples show two different approaches for creating the initial
network based on data availability. The times and costs for the activ-
ities have not been exhaustively included as suitable estimates could
not be derived from the available data for each activity. Gross esti-
mates could be made on the times and costs; however, it was felt that
the project manager would be the most capable person to assign the re-
spective time distributions and costs for the activities.
Further steps in the analysis will be to create similar net-
works for the other sensors and to spend time with each project
manager to revise and improve upon the current networks. Once the sensor
models have been thoroughly tested, then the overall SEASAT-A program
will be analyzed using an overview network consisting of only major
program interfaces.
4.3	 Example I: Scatterometer Network
The microwave scatterometer has been selected as the remote
sensor on SEASAT-A for measuring the direction and magnitudes and ocean
and surface winds. The SEASAT-A User Panel has established this objec-
tive as one of the requirements of the SEASAT-A mission because surface
_ I
z
bs. ^
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wind data are necessary for monitoring and predicting ocean phenomena
(e.g., iazardous sea conditions) and for genera weather forecasting.
Lack of this data has precluded improved long-range weather forecasting
for both oceans and continental areas.
Microwave scatterometers have previously been flown in air-
craft such as NASA-LRC's AAFE Radscat, NASA JSC's 13.3 GHz Scatterometer,
and NRL's Sea Clutter study as well as on the S-193 Skylab Spacecraft.
These scatterometers have undergone considerable test and development;
therefore, both the electronic systems and the scientific principles are
no longer in the research stage but have been proven for the SEASAT-A
application.
A two-phase contractual effort is being conducted to accomplish
the design and manufacture of the SEASAT-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS).
Phase I will provide the necessary designs, drawings, and documentation
for use in the fabrication of flight hardware for the SASS experiment,
generate procurement specifications with early emphasis on Iong lead-time
hardware items, and present the preliminary and critical design reviews.
In Phase II, the fabrication and development of the SASS will be completed
in accordance with the Phase I specifications, designs, and plans.
The necessary contracts have been let by NASA Langley Research
i
Center to affect the completion of the SASS. The major contract is with
	 l
General Electric Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to design,
develop, fabricate, and provide launch support for the SASS. The GE
contract, which is a cost plus performance award fee contract, is
divided into Phase I and Phase II as above. GE will serve as the prime
contractor having the overall responsibility for the project.
Table 4.1	 Schedule GE to NASA
Months After
Event Quantity Date of Contract
Preliminary Design Review 4
Critical Design Review 8
EQBM Subsystem Test 14
Delivery of EQBM 1 20
Ground Support Equipment 1 Lot 20
Delivery of EM 1 24
Spare Parts 1 Lot 24
Documentation 1 Lot As specified in
Exhibit 2 of
Statement of Work
Adapted from GE Contract
r
A second two--phase contract, of the type cost plus fixed fee,
was awarded to Aerojet-General Corporation of Azusa, California to
design and develop the SASS Antenna. The deliveries of Aerojet hard-
ware items will affect the timing of the GE contract.
The third contract, fixed price, was awarded to Hughes
Aircraft Company of Torrance, California to design, fabricate, test,
and deliver the traveling wave tubes for the SASS.
	 i
The available data at the time of this first cut RISKNET
	 i
analysis were the contracts of GE, Aerojet, and Hughes, which specify
the delivery dates of specified items. As no overview network of the
project plan was available, a network representing the interfaces of
delivery dates of the three contractors was constructed. The delivery
dates specified in the contracts are summarized in Tables 4.1 to 4.5.
Table 4.3	 Schedule Aerojet to NASA
Months After
Event Quantity DGte of Contract
4Phase I
Brassboard Model 1 each 8
Mechanical Interface Mass
Model (4 Antennas) I each 9
EQBM 1 each 15-'-2
Flight Models 4 each 20
Ground Support Equipment. As specified 20
Documentation As specified in
Exhibit 2 of
Statement; of Work
Adapted from Aerojet contract
a
Table 4.2	 Schedule NASA to GE
Months After
Event Quantity Date of Contract
S-193 EMI Test Set Including
Field Support Wavegu,i de Kits 1 each 2
Residual S-193 Electrical
Tent Set (NAS9-11195) I Lot 7
Hughes 100-W T14T (EM) 1 each 12
Hughes 100-W TWT (QM) 1 each 16
Brassboard Antenna I each 16
Hughes 100-W TWT (FM) 1 each 20
Fan Beam Antennas 5 each 21
Adapted from GE contract
I	 I 	 I 	 I	 I
1.8.
Table 4.4
	 Schedule Hughes to NASA
Months, After
Fvent Quantity pate of Contract
100-W TWT (EM) l 11
100-W TWT (QM) 1 1.5
100-W TWT (FM) 1 18
Documentation As specified As specified
in Exhibit 6 in Exhibit 6
of Statement of Statement
of Work of Work
Table 4.5
	 Schedule NASA to Hughes
Event Quantity
Months After
Date of Contract
Isolators 2 sets 6
1' 9
Given the above schedules of deliveries, a network was constructed to
represent the interfaces among the contractors. The network is pre-
sented in, Figure 4.1, and the description of each arc is given in
Table 4.6.
4.4	 Example, U:.. ICI t.i meter Network
The radar altimeter, one of five major sensors in the SEASAT-A
satellite, began with the inception o.f preliminary design reviews in
August of 1975 and is scheduled for comp:Ietia:n in approximately November
of 1977. The altimeter is being included on. board SEASAT-A due to its
capabilities of precision in measuring; surface topography of ocean wave
heights, currents, tides, and coastal water swei'ling:s. The particular
altimeter under construction has experienced two evolutionary phases of
modifications and improvements. The al'timeter's current design has
evolved from the altimeter used on CEOS-C, which had been previously
developed for the SKYLAB. Several parts of the SKYLAB altimeter have
been carried through unchanged to SEASAT-A.
The radar altimeter's design structure is composed of several
components which are being constructed simultaneously. At various
project milestones., these small parts are scheduled to be tested and
integrated into the three major operational sections of the altimeter.
Table 4.7 lists the three major sections and their components.
A production. network was devised by the Applied Physics
Laboratory (APL) of Johns. Hopkins University, incorporating all phases
of production for the radar altimeter. Since APL is building. the major
portion of the altimeter, it requires. such a system schedule. The
network establishes a system flow whereby the precedent relationships
20,
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Table 4.6	 RISKNET Arc Description Sheet
SEASAT--A Scatterometer (Version I}
Arc lFrom To Time Cost Description
1 1 2 NASA procurement startup
2 1 7 Hughes startup
3 1 6 GE startup
4 1 9 Aerojet startup
5 2 3 NASA procurement:	 isolators
6 2 4 NASA procurement:	 Residual S-193
7 2 5 NASA procurement:	 S-193 EMI Test
8 3 14 NASA delivery:	 Isolators to Hughes
9 4 15 NASA delivery:	 Residual S-193 to GE
10 5 8 NASA delivery:	 S-193 EMI Test to GE
11 6 8 GE preliminary review
12 7 12 Hughes preliminary -eview
13 8 10 GE preliminary review
14 9 11 Aerojet preliminary review
15 10 15 GE critical review
16 11 13 Aerojet critical review
17 12 14 Hughes critical	 review
18 13 18 Brassboard Model completion Aerojet
19 14 16 Hughes Phase II startup
20 15 17 GE Phase II startup
21 16 20 Hughes Eli completion TWT
22 17 21 GE expected delivery:	 Hughes EM TWT
I	 I	 I	 I!	 i
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Table 4.6	 RISKNET Arc Description Sheet
SEASAT-A Scatterometer (Version I)
(continued)
Arc From To Time Cost Description
23 18 24 Aerojet delivery:	 brassboard to
GE antenna
24 18 19 Aerojet mechanical interface
completion
25 19 25 Aerojet EQBM completion
26 25 26 Aerojet delivery:	 EQBM to GE
27 24 23 Hughes QM completion TWT
28 20 21 Hughes delivery:	 Eiji to GE TWT
29 21 22 GE EQBM subsystem test
30 22 24 GE delivery EQBM
31 23 27 Hughes FM completion
32 23 24 Hughes delivery:	 QM to GE
33 24 26 GE expected delivery:	 EQBM
Aerojet
34 30 29 Aerojet delivery:	 FM to GE
35 25 30 Aerojet FM completion
36 26 28 GE Expected delivery: 	 Hughes FM
37 27 28 Hughes delivery:	 FM to UE
38 28 29 GE expected delivery:	 Aerojet FM
39 27 31 Hughes delivery:	 documentation
40 29 31 GE delivery:	 FM and final report
41 30 31 Aerojet delivery:	 Documentation
and Support
42 31 32 GE Sensor Integration Validation
.^. ' 1
t^	 ^	 r
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Table 4.7 Major Sections and Components
of the SFASAT-A Altimeter
A.	 Radiofrequency (RF) Section
1. Antenna
2. Travelling slave Tube Amplifier (TWTA)
3.' Dispersive Delay Line (DDL) including the
Dispersive Delay Line Filter
4. Up-Converter/Frequency Multiplier (UCFM)
5. Receiver
b. microwave Transmission (MT)
B.	 Signal Processor Section
1. High Speed Waveform Sampler
2. Digital Filter Bank
3. Adaptive Tracker
4. Synchronizer/Acquisition/Calibrate Unit
5. Interface and Control
C.	 Low Voltage Power Suoply
1.	 PowerfIo,.,.
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must be satisfied at various milestones before further production
activities are initiated. The following three companies have been
awarded contracts by APL to build the associated parts:
1. Hughes Aircraft Company (Selection Dynamic Division) -
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) (engineering model
and flight model).
2. Andersen Laboratories, Inc. - Dispersive Delay Line Fil-
ter (engineering model and flight model) and DDL Brass-
board.
3. Zeta Laboratories,, Inc. - Up-converter/Frequency Multi-
plier (engineering model and flight model).
4. APL - remaining parts of the altimeter.
The APL network is constructed in detail so as to benefit the
production management officials. For the purpose of a RISKNET analysis,
a more generalized network is preferable. APL's network has been con-
densed to include the initial and completion steps involved in each
part of the altimeter. Care has been taken not to alter any production
precedences; however, this network is intended as a first cut and is
subject to further revisions. Most of the production steps are termin-
ated with a performance test. The time in months, for each step, was
adapted from APL's chart. Figure 4.2 shows APL's network, and Figure
4.3 shows the condensed RISKNET version. The two diagrams differ in
their form. APL's network is essentially one of management tools used
to follow production progress. Each activity is represented by a block.
When that activity is finished, an arrow sends it to the next step. When
conducting a RISKNET analysis, the lines (or arcs) are the activities
(refer to RISKNET User's Guide). Table 4.8 is an arc description sheet
including the arc number, its destination from node to node, time in
Pla
0)
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Table 4.8	 RISKHET Arc Description Sheet--SEASAT-A
Altimeter (Version I)
Arc From To Time (months) Description
1 1 2 0 Start altimeter program
2 2 3 2.0 APL start precursor parts procure
3 2 4 3.0 APL preliminary design review (POR)
4 4 5 0 Delay time between PDR and final
design review (FOR)
5 4 6 4.5 Hughes TWT/AMPL contract begins
6 4 7 4.5 Zeta UCFM contract begins
7 4 8 4.5 APL receiver work begins
8 4 g 4.5 APL MT work begins
9 4 10 4.5 Andersen DC! contract begins
10 4 11 4.5 Andersen DDL filter contract begins
11 4 12 2.0 APL mechanical design and antenna
work begin
12 4 13 2.0 APL RASE PDR
13 12 5 3.0 Mechanical design shipped to APL FOR
14 12 23 0 Mechanical design shipped to APL EM
structure assembly
15 12 14 3.0 APL test antenna assembly
16 13 15 1.3 APL purchase orders begin
17 13 16 4.8 APL RASE FOR
18 6 17 9.5 Hughes EM TWT/AMPL build and
checkout
19 7 18 9.5 Zeta EM UCFM build and checkout
20 8 lg 9.5 APL EM receiver build and checkout
21 9 20 9.5 APL EM MT build and checkout
1	 °	 2
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Table 4.8	 RISKNET Arc Description Sheet--SEASAT-A
Altimeter (Version I) (continued)
Arc From To Time (months) Description
43 3 31 8.0 APL parts delivery and test
44 5 31 5.o APL final design review
45 23 34 8.5 APL. EM structure assembly
46 14 35 9.7 APL EM antenna assembly
47 30 32 0 Delay time
48 31 32 .25 APL EM RF section assembly
49 32 33 1.0 APL sig. proc., pwr. cond., EM
RF section checkout
50 33 37 0 APL sig.	 proc., pwr.	 corid., EM
RF section delivery
51 34 37 0 EM structure assembly delivery
52 35 38 0 EM antenna delivery to APL EM
checkout and delivery
53 30 38 0 RASE delivery to APL. EM checkout
and delivery
54 37 38 .25 EM R/A Integrate
55 38 39 3.8 APL EM checkout and delivery
56 3 36 8.0 APL parts delivery and test
57 33 36 0 Delay time
58 17 36 3.0 Hughes FM TROT/AMPL build and
checkout
59 18 36 3.0 Zeta FM UCFM build and checkout
60 19 36 3.0 APL FM receiver build and checkout
61 20 36 3.0 APL FM MT build and checkout
62 28 36 3.0 API. FM DDL, build and checkout
Table 4.8	 RISKN ET Arc Description Sheer-SEASAT-A
Altimeter (version I) (continued)
Arc From To Time (months) Description
22 10 21 6 Andersen 8B DDL delivery to APL
23 11 22 1.5 Andersen EM DDL filter build and
checkout
24 14 23 2.5 Antenna shipped to APL Elf assembly
25 15 24 6.0 Purchase orders delivery to APL RSS
26 15 25 6.0 Purchase orders delivery to APL RASE
27 16 24 0 RASE FDR delivery to RSS assembly
28 16 25 0 RASE FDR delivery to RASE assembly
29 21 26 0 Delay time
30 21 24 12.3 BB DDL shipped to RSS assembly
31 22 26 0 Andersen Eft DDL filter shipped to APL
32 26 27 3.5 APL EM DDL build and checkout
33 17 31 0 Hughes EM TWT/AMPS, delivery to APL
34 18 31 0 Zeta EM OCFM delivery to APL
35 19 31 0 EM Receiver delivery to RF section
assembly
36 20 31 0 EM MT delivery to RF section assembly
37 27 31 0 EM DDL delivery to RF section assembly
38 27 28 0 Delay time
39 22 28 .5 Andersen FM DDL filter build and
checkout
40 24 29 3.0 APL RSS assembly and checkout
41 25 29L 3.0 APL RASE (less RSS) assembly and
checkout
42 29 30 1.5 APL RASE completion and checkout
h
L
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Table 4.8	 RISKNET Arc. Description Sheet--SEASAT-A
Altimeter (Version. I) (cantinued)
Arc From To Time (months). Description.
63 36 40 3'.0 APL s.ig- pros., pwr. coed., and
FM'; RF assembly and checkout
64 34 40 5.0 APL FU structureassemb.ly and
and delivery,
65 35 40 3.5 APL FM antenna assembly, test
and delivery
66 40 41 4.0 APB, FM altimeter integrate,
checkout and delivery
r31
months,, and the activity's description. Table 4.9 includes a list of
all the abbreviations used in the RISKNET description sheet and their
meanings.
To complete the RISKMET cost analyses,,, conferences will be
held with the project manager to, determine the workability of the con-
densed network and to specify the time ranges and the fixed and vari-
able costs applicable to: each activity. Presently, the time for each
activity is entered: as a constant. The constant figures (found on the
arc description sheet) are preliminary., figures. only. Dicussions will.
be held on the completion times: for each activity,.,, and a range will be
set from the shortest possible production period to the Longest.. De-
pending, upon the variability of the range,; a normal, triangular, or
uniform distribution will be selected. It is possible that the times
for some of the activities will remain constant..
After all o;f the necessary network revisions have been made
and time distributions and costs are applied to each activity,, the net-
work will be analyzed on a time sharing system. Sensitivity analyses
will be carried out to determine the effect of delays upon subsequent
scheduling: and total project competition and cost. A more specific
approach to the sensitivity analyses will be outlined at a Eater date
when the type of information which wilT be most useful; in the manage-
ment of the altimeter is apparent.
Table, 4,9^ Abbreviiatio.ns. and, Mo,-an.ftgs. for
Arc BescriptIon for Al"timeter
APL - Applied Physics, Labor. atowy
TR.T/AMPL - Tmvel',IJnj,.- Wave. Tu,be, Ampl.ifiar
MT - Microwave Transmission,
DOL - DIspersiva WAY Line,
RASE - In:tarfacfnq^, Altimeter Contral and Data.. Cul-Tection.
Recording and Anal"ysis Equipment
EM'. - Engineering: Model:
U,CM - Up-Gonvert.er/Frequency MuTtiplier
BB - Brassboard
RSS - Return. Signal. Simulator
RF - Radio Frequency
SIG.PROC. - Slanal: Procassor.
PWR.CORD. - Power Conditioner
I	 I	 I	 I!	 I
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APPENDIX A: RISKNET USER'S MANUAL
A.1	 Introduction
RISKNET is a project management review technique that graph-
ically depicts and analyzes a project as a schedule network of distinct
tasks. The network consists of: 1) nodes (also called events or mile-
stones) that function as logical or probabilistic gates and 2) arcs
(or activities) that connect those gates and represent probabilistic
times and costs for activity completion. For each node, there are
both entering and exiting arcs, illustrative of a sequential process.
The arcs are activities, and the gates symbolize successful completion
of the incoming activities and initiation of the outgoing activities.
An unqualified amount of uncertainty exists as to when the
events will occur. For this reason, an absolute time often cannot
be suitably applied to an activity. A range of times is the most
accurate estimation of the activity's completion time. The preferred
usage of a probability distribution over a constant time is more
reasonable, logically speaking, since a production schedule often
e,icounters numerous unscheduled delays that can significantly re-
tard progress. RISKNET provides the program manager with a monitoring
device which enables him to follow the program's progress with a much
greater realism than previously possible. Any delays in activity com-
pletion can be analyzed to determine the detrimental effect imposed
on the completion of each succeeding activity as well as on the total
project completion. The arcs are assigned both fixed and variable
costs as well as a time distribution. RISKNET's ability to incorporate
34	 i
cost elements is extremely important because both time and cost are
of great concern in management's decision processes.
?TSKNET 'is a set of FORTRAN programs that can be run either
in batch mode or from a time sharing terminal. The required input is
definition of the parameters of the activities (i.e., times and costs)
and decision points (.*.e., input and output rules). The number of de-
sired iterations is specified in the input data. For each iteration,
the computer generates a set of random numbers selected from the range
of the time distribution of each activity, which are dependent
upon the specific parameters. Each set of numbers and the results gen-
erated by them constitute one iteration through the project network;
therefore, the number of iterations equals the number of times through
the network. After all iterations are completed, the program simula-
tion produces the output shown in Table M. If there is only one ter-
minal node, then the fourth and fifth outputs are identical to the
second and third and are omitted.
A list of the steps that should be followed in performing
a cost and schedule risk analysis with RISKNET is shown in Table A.2.
A.2	 RISKNET Data Descri ption and Format
The data input procedure in a RISKNET analysis is straight-
forward and consists of the following steps. First, a network is
constructed representing the project plan. Each arc, representing an
activity, is labeled with time distributions and fixed and variable
costs. The probability distribution of the activity time can be nor-
mal, uniform, triangular or constant;and the variable cost is defined
as a linear function of the activity time. t
'E 3
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Table A.1 RISKNET Simulation Outputs
s Summary of input "(arc and node specifications).
e A probability distribution and a cumulative probability
distribution of completion times for each terminal node.
I A probability distribution and a cumulative probability
distribution of completion costs for each terminal node.
e A probability distribution and a cumulative probability
distribution of completion times for all	 terminal	 nodes.
• A probability distribution and a cumulative probability
distribution of completion costs for all terminal	 nodes.
4 The probability that the project will reach termination
at each terminal node.
D
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Table A.2 The RISKNET Process
e	 Identify all activities and decision points that might
occur during the development and implementation plan.
9	 Ascertain the precedent relationships that exist between
sets of activities.
e	 Determine the parameters for the time distributions for
each activity.
®	 Determine variable and fixed costs f6r each activity variable.
Cost is a linear function of the time distribution.
a	 Estimate the probability of successfully completing each
activity.
®	 Construct the alternative project plans that may be utilized
without violating the constraining precedent relationship.
a	 Run RISKNET for each alternative project plan and analyze
the output. If from this analysis it is possible to recon-
figure the networks and improve the time and cost character-
istics, then do so and rerun RISKNET.
r	 Perform sensitivity analyses on the inputs and network
structure. These analyses involve testing the effect on
project termination imposed by production delays at vari-
ous arcs.
I	 I	 I	 I{	 I
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The equation can be written as follows:
C  = Vi ti + F 
where
Ci = Total cost of activity i,
t i = Completion time for activity i,
V i = Variable cost of activity i,
F i	Fixed cost of activity i.
Table A.3 categorizes the parameters, equations, program
variable, and shape of each time distribution.
Each node is assigned both an input and an output rule ac-
cording to numbered conventions. The input rule establishes the con-
ditions to be met in order to achieve the milestone, and the output
rule defines in what order or under what circumstances the succeeding
activities are to be initiated. The input/output rules are diagrammed
and-described in Table A.4, and the code number plus the associated in-
put or output rule are summarized in Table A.S.
The first two records of the data file identify the title
of the program and the desired number of iterations. All eighty col-
umns of the first record can be used for any alphanumeric title given
to the simulation while the second record is a five column, right
justified integer defining the number of iterations. The remaining
data records are divided into two major sections: the first identi-
fies the arcs, and the second identifies the nodes. The user must
provide the information listed in Table A.6 for each arc, and Table
A.7 gives the specific FORTRAN'! format for these arc records.
i
Table A.3	 RISKN£T Time Distributions
Name Identifier Shape Parameter Equation Description
l(t-u2
Formal i ^,	 c^ f(t) =	 l	 2 l ff ^^ W mean
aV2—ff a = variance
pto
	 t
-CO < t < 00
Uniform 3 a,	 b f(t) = bla
	
a < t < b a = minimum
time
b = maximum
a	 t a time
0	 t<a
Triangular 2 a,	 b,	 c 2	
_
h-a	 c-a	
(t-a) a< t< c
a = optimistic
time
b = most likely
a	 c (b-a 2b-c	 (t-b) c< t< b
time
c= pessimistic
time
t 0	 t > b
Constant 4 k
	
t-> k f(t)	 = k k = constant
-
00 < t <CO time
w
CO
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Table A.4 RISKNET Node Input/Output Rules
Graphical
Rule	 Representation
	
Description
INPUT:
AND Al A The project event is achieved only when all
A2 N
of the input activities are successfully
computed.	 In this case, all three activi-
A3 D ties must be computed before EVl is
EV1 achieved.
OR Al The project event is achieved with the com-
A2
0 pletion of any one of the input activities.
As soon as either A l , A2 or A3 is completed,
A3 R EV2 is achieved.
EV2
INIT I This project event occurs immediately at the
N
I
T
beginning of a simulation network.
OU7 UT:
A	 Al
ALL	 L	 A2
L	 A3
Once the event is achieved,all of the output
activities are initiated simultaneously.
PROF	 P	 0.6 Al
Q	 0.3 A2
B	 0.1 A3
Once the event is achieved,only one of the
activities is initiated according to a rand--,,
selec'ir,r based upon the assigned probabili-
ties. In cni s examipl e, alternative Al will be
selected 50 percent of the time, A 30 percent
of the time,and A3 only 10 percent 2of the time.
TERM
	
T
	
Once the event is achieved,this output command
E
	
serves to end the iteration.
R
M
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Table A.4
	
RISKNET Node Input/Output Rules
(continued)
Graphical
Rule Representation Description
COMBINED:
COMP Al	 C	 Al
The project event is achieved if and when
the first of the input activities is suc-
A	 0	 A'
cessfully completed. 	 Each input activity
2	 3W	 2 directlyhas a	 associated output activity.M
A3	 A3
The first activity successfully completed
P initiates its corresponding output activity,
and the remaining output activities are
dropped.	 If A2 is first in,then A^ goes
out; and Ai and A^ are dropped.
COMD Al	 C	 Al
A2	 0	 A2
The project event behaves just as the COMP
the	 theevent with	 exception of	 addition
M	 A3
of a default (D) arc.	 If none of the in-
3 put activities (A1 , A2 nor A3 ) are completed
D	 D successfully,then arc D is initiated.
1
This project event has an associated output
PREF arc per input arc plus a default arc with
input (output) preferences stated in order,
Al	P	 A'
Al , A2, and A3 .	 If the input correspondinq
 1 to the preferred output is successfully
A2
	R	 A^ achieved, the preferred arc is initiated.
If this activity is unsuccessful, the node
A3
	E	 A; will proceed through the preference list
waiting for the input corresponding to the
F	 D next most preferred output.	 If an input
corresponding to a lesser preferred output
is achieved first, the node will wait for
the completion of the input corresponding
to the preferred output before proceeding.
If none of the input arcs are successful,
output arc default (D) will	 be initiated.
`:f
Table A.5	 RISKNET Input and Output Rule Codes
Number Input Rule Output Rule
1 AND ALL
2 OR PROB
4 INIT* TERM*
5 COMP COMP
6 COMD COMD
7 PREE PREF
*
The above input rules numbered 1, 2, and 4 can be combined
with any of the output rules of the same numbers	 with one exception.
The input/output rule INIT/TERM (44) is obviously trivial and is
therefore not to be considered.
Table A.6 RISKNET Arc Data Requirements
e The name of the arc.
• The name of the node that initiates the arc
and the name of the node that completes the arc.
s The time distribution identifier (Refer to
Table A.3).
The parameter values for the time distribution
(Refer to Table A.3).
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Table A.7
	
Arc Formal;
Field Variable Formal: Description
1 Name A4 Dame of Arc
2 From A4 Name of Originating mode
3 To A4 Name of Achievement node
4 Time 11 See Table A_3
Distribution
5 Probability F10.0 For a Time Distribution
Parameter I requiring N Parameters,use
Associated field(s).
6 Probability F1O.0 N
Parameter 2 —
i	 g
7 Proability F10.0 2	 5,6
Parameter 3 3	 5,6,7
8 Fixed Cost F10.0 Fixed Cost of each Activity
9 Variables F10.0 Variable Cost for Each Activity
10 Probability F1O.0 Probability of Activity com-
1.0 pletion once it has been
initiated.*
*The probability that the activity will be successfully
completed, given that it is initiated, is usually set
equal to 1.0; otherwise, there is the risk of never
completing the project.
i43
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The user must provide the information listed in Table A.8
for each node, and Table A.9 gives the specific FORTRAN format for each
node record. When a node is assigned a probabilistic output rule or
any of the combined input/output rules, it requires a second record
immediately following the first. The second node record of a proba-
bilistic node indicates: 1) the number of arcs issuing from the node and
2) the name of each exiting arc immediately followed by its respective
probability of initiating that arc. The second node record of the
COMP rule indicates: 1) the number of input/output arc pairs and 2)
the name of the entering arc followed immediately by the name of the
associated exiting arc. The second node record for COMD and PREF
rules differs only slightly from COMP due to the unpaired default arc
exiting from the node. This arc is paired with an imaginary input
arc called ZZZZ. The number of input/output arc pairs for the COMD
and PREF corresponds to the number.of output arcs, including the de-
fault. Table A.10 distinguishes the differences involved in the
second node record for the four rules. Table A.11 illustrates exam-
ples of these four special nodes.
As can be seen from Table A.11, the COMD and PREF nodes
are identical in appearance. Although their appearance is similar and
their second node data records have identical formats, there is a
major difference. A preference node has a well defined order of de-
sired input activity completion regardless of completion time. The
order in which the input arcs are listed on the second node data rec-
ord determines the preference listing. The COMP and the COMD nodes
initiate output activities on a "first in, first out" basis. i
mood
I	 I	 I	 !	 i
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Table A.8 RISKNET Lode Data Requirements
a The name of de node.
s The input/output or combined rule associated with the
node (See Table A.5)_
Additional information concerningng successor activities
of the node if it has the PROS or a combined output rule.
Table A.9	 RISKNET Node f=ormat (Record mil)
Field Description Format
i Name of Node A4
2 Input Rule II
3 Output Rule Il
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Table A.10	 RISKNET Node Format (Record 72)
Output Rule Field Description Format
1 Number of exiting arcs 12
Probability 2* Name of arc A4
3* Probability of arc F6.3
1 Number of arc pairs IZ
COMP Z* Name of input arc A4
3* Name of output arc A4
1 Number of arc pairs 12
COLD
and 2* Name of input arc A4
PREF
3* Name of output arc A4
*Fields 2 and 3 can be repeated all the way across the record.
A maximum of seven. arc names. can appear on the probabilistic
data record; and a maximum of nine can be fitted on the second
record of COMP, COMC, and PREF nodes..	 Additional arcs must
appear on subsequent records.
Table A.11:	 RISKNET Nodes Requ.lrl.n.g Second Data Record,
16'
I	 .3
T	 l;
C
Arc 7.	 0	 Arc 4
Arc 2	 M	 Arc 5
Arc 3,	 F	 Arc 6.
PROBABILITY NODE COMP NODE
Arc 1	 C	 Arc 4_ Arc ^: 	 p	 Arc 4
Arc.	 Arc 5 Arc 	 R	 Arc 5_
Arc 3	 M'	 Arc. 6 Arc. 3;	 5	 Arc 6.
D	 Default or^ F	 Defaul,t or
Arc 7'
COMD
Arc 7
PREP
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The first section of data records (the arc descriptions) is
ended with a record containing only RETU, and the second group (the
node descriptions) is ended by RETU and $END signifying the end of
the job. A format summary of the entire data input section is given
in Table A.12. The summary also designates ti,e subroutine which reads
in the particular date records.
	
i
A.3	 A Sample Run on RISKNET
In order to illustrate all of the input and output files of
RISKNET, an example was created with the intent to employ all of the
possible variants of arc and node structures. Every node input/output
rule, all time distributions, and many fixed and variable cost combina-
tions have been used at least once. The network is presented in Fig-
ure A.1 with the arcs and nodes iumbered. Table A.13 lists the arcs,
their time distributions, their fixed cost, and their variable cost.
As this example does not directly correspond to a real system, there
ar-:^ no descriptions of the activities. When dealing with an actual
network, however, it is a good practice to create full arc descr;ntion
sheets which include the following information:
@ Arc number
e Initiating node
a Completion node
6 Time distribution and parameters
* Fixed and variable costs
s Description of the activity.
Figure A.2 is a. listing of the data file for the example net-
I	 I	 I	 Z
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Table A.12	 Summary of the RISKNET Data File Format
Subroutine Data Record Format Description
REPID RUNID (20A4) Title can appear anywhere along
80 space record.
ITER (I5) Iteration number mast be right
justified in first 5 columns.
ARCIN (M4, I1, UlO.0) (Arc name, from node to node, time
distribution, probability parameters,
costs and probability of arc comple-
tion.)	 One of these records must be
made for each arc.
RETU The arc section is ended by Return.
NODIN (A4,	 12) (Node, input rule, output rule.)
	 One
of these records must be made for
each node.
(I2,	 7(A4,	 F6.3)) (Number of output arcs, arc names and
associated probabilities.)
	 This
record is the second data record re-
quired only for probabilistic nodes.
(I2,	 20A4) (Number of arc pairs, name of input
arc, name of associated output arc.)
This record is the second data record
required for any of the combined
rule nodes.	 For COMD and PREF,
the default arc is paired with an
imaginary input arc ZZZZ.
RETU The node section is ended by Return.
$END The entire data input is ended by
$END.
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Table A.13	 Arc Statistics
Arc Time Distribution Probability Fixed Variable
Number and Identified Parameters Cost Cost
1 Normal--1 (5,	 1) 0. 83.
2	 [ Uniform-3 (3,	 6) 58. 122.
3 Constant-4 (0) 0. 0.
4 Normal-1 (4,	 1) 283. 0.
5 Triangular-2 (2,	 5,	 9) 100. 159.
6 Triangular-2 (6,	 7,	 10) 303. 56.
7 Constant-4 (5) 244. 0.
8 Uniform-3 (7,	 11) 145. 50.
9 Normal-1 (8,	 2) 600. 0.
10 Uniform-3 (4,	 6) 0. 0.
11 Normal--1 (4,	 2) 500. 0.
12 Constant-4 (5) 350. 0.
13 Triangular-2 (11	 5 1	6) 400. 45.
14 Uniform-3 (2,	 8) 30. 100.
15 Uniform-3 (3,	 6) 200. 300.
200
A001 NOW N0031 5.
A002NOOIN0023 3.
A003NOOIN0044 0•
A004NO02NO031 4.
A005NO03NO052 2.
A006NO04NO052 6.
A007NO04NO074 5.
A008NO05NO073 7.
A009NO05NO081 8.
A01ON005NO063 4,
A01IN003NO061 12.
A012NO07NO064 5.
A013NO06NO082 1.
A0I4NO07NO083 2.
A015NO07NO083 3.
RETU
N00141
N00221
N00355
02AO01AO11AO04AO05
N00412
02AO06000.7AO070000.3
N00577
03AO06AD09AO05AOIOZZZZA008
N00621
N00766
03AO07AO14AO08AO12ZZZZA015
N00824
RETU
$END
1. 0. 0. 83. 1.
6. 0. 58. 122. I,
0. 0. 0. 0. 1.
I. 0. 283. 0. 1.
5. 9. 100. 159. 7.
7. 10. 303. 56. 7.
0. 0. 244. 0. i.
11. 0. 145. 50. 1.
2. 0. 600. 0. 7.
6. 0. 0. 0. 1.
2. 0. 500. 0. 1.
0. 0. 350. 0. I.
5. 6. 400. 45. i.
8. 0. 30. 100. i.
6. 0. 200. 300. 1.
Figure A.2 Test Run on RISKNET
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TEST RU1t ON RISKIIET
200 ITERATIONS
ARC INP NODE OUT NODE TIME DIST ARG1 ARG2 ARG3 COST P OF COMP
ADD] N001 N003 NORM 5.00 1.00 0.0 0.0 d 83.00 T T.00
A002 N001 U002 UNIF 3.00 6.00 0.0 58.00 + 122.00 T 1.00
A003 NOW N004 CON 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 + 0.0 T 1.00
A004 11002 U003 NOR14 4.00 1.00 0.0 283.00 + 0.0 T 1.00
ADDS N003 M005 TRI 2.00 5.00 9.00 100.00 + 159.00 T 1.00
A006 H004 N005 T1t[ 6.00 7.00 10.00 303.00 + 56.00 T 1.00
A007 NO04 NDO1 CON 5.00 0.0 0.0 244.00 + 0.0 T 1.00
A008 N005 N007 UNIF 7.00 11.00 0.0 145.00 + 50.00 T 1.00
A009 N005 NOW NORM 8.00 2.00 0.0 600.00 + 0.0 T 1.00
AOIO NOO5 N006 UNIF 4.00 6.00 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 T 1.00
AD]] 14003 N006 NORM 12.00 2.00 0.0 500.00 + 0.0 T 1.00
A012 N007 U006 CON 5.00 0.0 0.0 350.00 + 0.0 T 1.00
A013 NODS HOOD TRI 1.00 5.00 6.00 400.00 45.00 T 1.00
A014 M007 N008 UNIF 2.00 0.00 0.0 30.00 + 100.00 T 1.00
A015 NOW NO08 UNIF 3.00 6.00 0.0 200.00 + 300.00 T 1.00
NODE NO. OF INPUT ARCS	 NO. OF OUTPUT ARCS INPUT RULE OUTPUT RULE
NOW 0 3 [NIT ALL
N003 2 2 C01iP COMP
H002 1 1 OR ALL
N004 1 2 AND PROD
11005 3 3 PREF PREF
HOW 3 3 COMB COMB
NOW 4 0 OR TERM
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Figure A.3	 Test Run on RISKNET (continued)
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Figure A.3 Test Run on RISKNET (continued)
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Figure A.3 Test Run on RISKNET (continued)
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Figure A.3 Test Run on RISKNET (continued)
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Figure A.3 Test Run on RISKNET (continued)
